
WRITING A COMMAND LINE INTERPRETER IN JAVA

Please take careful note: I am not looking for how to write a Java program that runs on the command line. I am not
looking for help running a command line.

The implementation of the Statement class was affected by a design issue: I wanted some basic methods that
all statements shared, such as trace, execute, and unparse, and I didn't want a single monolithic class that
defined the entire set of all statements. The mechanism of choice for re-configuration is some sort of dynamic
execution engine. When NetBeans runs a program it compiles it to an intermediate code called byte code
which the Java interpreter or Virtual Machine VM runs. For more information, refer to the documentation for
your command line interpreter. If System. This editor's LISP-like macro language has become a staple for
many programmers. The most commonly used method in the lexical analyzer is nextToken. The
ParseStatement class is a subclass of the Statement class. A version of this method is shown below to
demonstrate the flow, although I've edited out redundant parts to save space. It demonstrates several Console
methods. More importantly, it would be useful to show one way in which scripting languages can be written in
Java and, through their integration with Java, show how they can enhance the capabilities of your Java
applications. Tokenizing interpreters also are faster as they don't need to re-scan the input every time they
execute a statement. Compile it and fix any errors. The statement below saves our position in the input stream
so the lexical analyzer can return to the current position should the analysis of the incoming character stream
either fail to produce a valid token, or the token that is returned needs to be pushed back to be re-read by
another part of the interpreter. Finally, this version of the language supports arrays using the dim keyword and
a variable syntax of the form NAME index1, index2, Invoke verify to confirm that the user is authorized to
change the password. You can test individual statements, try out different variations of a method, and
experiment with unfamiliar APIs within the JShell session. However if you spend a few minutes trying this out
you will understand more about Java and the way it works. Often, in building an application, you would like it
to be configurable. Second, readPassword returns a character array, not a String, so the password can be
overwritten, removing it from memory as soon as it is no longer needed. A number always starts with either a
digit or a decimal point so the analyzer checks for these characters before calling a helper method to actually
convert the number into a Java number: case '. The HotJava "applet" model was based on the notion that a
Java application could create a generic base class with a known interface, and then dynamically load
subclasses of that class and execute them at run time. Obviously, we won't go over all of these in this article,
but there will be some documentation online in my next month's "Java In Depth" for you to explore.
Command -- primarily for interactive mode such as run, list, new, and so on. An interpreter requires three
facilities in order to operate: A means of being loaded with instructions A module format, for storing
instructions to be executed A model or environment for interacting with the host program HotJava The most
famous embedded interpreter has to be the HotJava "applet" environment that has completely reshaped the
way people look at Web browsers. The second technique I used was to incorporate a mark and resetToMark
feature in the analyzer so that I could parse several possible choices, first by marking my position and trying a
parse, then resetting and trying a different parse path. To use Standard Input as a character stream, wrap
System. The Console is particularly useful for secure password entry. Thus, the availability of a rich if
unreadable macro language in TECO allowed an entirely new editor to be constructed. We'll look at this
particular environment in depth in a later column. You don't know Jack " in the December issue of JavaWorld.
The final result is a relatively large amount of code converting the characters into a token object that is easily
manipulated by the next stage, the statement parser. I chose to use the parse tree as the internal representation
format for this project. So it was harder to write the analyzer code but easier to plug it into the interpreter. In
this example, verify is a dummy method that always returns true. Again, change is a dummy method.
Variables and data types Part of the reason BASIC is such a simple language is because it has only two data
types: numbers and strings. The benefit of having a dynamic execution engine is that tools and applications
can be customized to perform complex tasks without replacing the tool. If the object is not available, abort.


